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1969-71 nova

!
NEW!!

Front Buckets.............AA69GN00010(C)
(All Colors)............................ $489/pr.
+ Molded foam is available for this model.
Please see the “GM Molded Foam” section in
this catalog.
Hardtop Rear..............AA69GN00048(C)
(All Colors)............................ $293/pr.
(C) COLOR CODES:
(100G) Black (69-71)
(325G) Metallic Blue (69)
(415G) Jade Green (71)
(511G) Red (69)
(650G) Gold (70)
(690G) Saddle (71)
(694G) Sandalwood (70)

This Legendary product features as-original deep channeled,
heat sealed, pinch pleated Madrid grain and Basketweave grain inserts.
**Buttons are included**

1969 nova

!
NEW!!

Split Bench.................AA69GN0020(C)
............................................. $489/pr.
Std Coupe Rear..........AA69GN00080(C)
............................................. $293/pr.

(C) COLOR CODES:
(100G) Black

This Legendary product features as-original Basketweave
grain inserts and Madrid grain skirts.
**Correct for Yenko models**

1970 nova

!
NEW!!

Split Bench.................AA70GN0020(C)
............................................. $489/pr.
Std Coupe Rear..........AA70GN00080(C)
............................................. $293/pr.

(C) COLOR CODES:
(100G) Black

This Legendary product features as-original Basketweave
grain inserts and Madrid grain skirts.
**Correct for Yenko models**
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Nova
HOG RING PLIER KITS

SEAT BOTTOM STRETCH
PANEL BOARDS

SEAT ADJUSTMENT KNOBS

Die-cut seat bottom stretch panel boards for 1968-72
bucket seats. These panel boards attach to the backside of the bottom seat frame under the upholstery.

TA67GA-KNOB

Standard Hog Ring Plier Kit
TAHOG..................................................$ 8.00/ea.
+ Kit contains pliers and enough hog rings for a front or
rear installation only.
Deluxe Hog Ring Plier Kit
TAHOGHVY (shown).............................$32.00/ea.
+ Kit contains heavy duty pliers and enough hog rings for a
complete front and rear installation.

1968-72 Nova
SK66GA-PANEL (Bucket seats only)....... $6.00/pr.

Hog Rings (Pkg/200)
TAHOGRING200...................................$ 5.00/pk.

TA71GA-KNOB

Reproduction seat knobs move the seat forward
and back. These will work for both bucket and
bench seats. For bucket seats use (2) knobs, for
bench seats use (1) knob.
1968-70 Nova
TA67GA-KNOB (Chrome).....................$ 8.00/ea.
+ Some 1970 models use black seat knobs. See part #
TA70GA-KNOB.
1971-72 Nova
TA71GA-KNOB (Black).........................$10.00/ea.

FOAM & COTTON ACCESSORIES

Cotton Batting (1 Roll)
TACOTTONROLL.................................. $48.00ea.
+ 1 Roll consists of 10 lbs.
+ Must be used in conjunction with Legendary muslin.

BENCH SEATBACK RELEASE KNOB

Muslin (1 yard)
TAYDMUSLIN......................................... $ 3.00/yd.
+ Must be used in conjunction with Legendary cotton
batting.

This seat release knob allows
the seatback to fold forward on
bench seat models.

High Density Foam
TAFOAM1 (1.5” thick x12” x12”)............ $20.00/ea.
TAFOAM2 (1.5” thick x 24” x 24”).......... $38.00/ea.
TAFOAM3 (1.5” thick x 30” x 70”).......... $82.00/ea.

1968-72 Nova
TA67GA-BNHKNOB (Chrome).............$8.00/ea.

Burlap (36” wide)
TABURLAP........................................... $ 3.00/yd.
Paper Coated Wire
TAPAPERWIRE..................................... $ 2.50/ft.

1968-72 BUCKET SEATBACKS

Reproduction seatbacks are made of originalstyle heat-stamped plastic and feature the correct Madrid grain look. Each seatback has been
manufactured to original specifications. Chrome
beading included.
1968 Nova
SK68GA01T (Black)............................ $88.00/pr.
SK68GA(C)T (Colors)....................... $110.00/pr.
+ Please specify color at time of order.
1969-72 Nova
SK69GA01T (Black)............................ $88.00/pr.
SK69GA(C)T (Colors)....................... $110.00/pr.
+ Please specify color at time of order.

1968-72 BUCKET SEAT BASES

Reproduction lower seat bases are made of
original-style heat-stamped plastic and feature
the correct Madrid grain look. Chrome beading
included. Please specify color at time of order.
+ (1) pair = (1) seat, (2) pairs required for (2) seats.
+ Please specify color at time of order.

1968 COLOR CODES (C)
(01) Black
(18) Light Blue
(03) Red
(204) Metallic
Parchment
(11) Medium Blue
1969-72 COLOR CODES (C)
(01) Black
(27) Light Saddle
(02) White
(29) Dark Saddle
(03) Red
(38) Sandalwood
(07) Dark Blue
(235) Parchment
(10) Bright Blue
(239) Metallic
Parchment
(13) Dark Green

1968-72 BUCKET SEAT CHROME
TRIM & “BULLET” END CAPS

1968 Nova
SK68GA01B (Black)..............................$80.00/pr.
SK68GA(C)B (Colors)............................$88.00/pr.
1969-72 Nova
SK69GA01B (Black)..............................$80.00/pr.
SK69GA(C)B (Colors)............................$88.00/pr.

Chrome Trim
SK66GA-CHR.................................... $22.00/set
“Bullet” End Caps
SK66GA-CAP (Set/12)...................... $27.00/set
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BUCKET SEAT HEADRESTS
Reproduction bucket seat headrests made of
molded urethane. Available in black only.

BUCKET SEAT MOUNT
CONVERSION BRACKETS

1969-72 BUCKET HEADREST
LOCK ASSEMBLY
Authentic reproduction chrome plated bucket
seat headrest locks include the escutcheon and
lock as part of the lock assembly. These mount
to the bucket front seat tops where the headrest
posts slide into the seat.

Die-stamped steel brackets allow you to mount
bucket seats in 1968-72 models originally
equipped with a bench seat.
1969 Nova
HR69GA01...........................................$210.00/pr.
1970-72 Nova
HR70GA01...........................................$210.00/pr.

BUCKET SEAT HEADRESTS
BASE TRIM

Plastic base trim piece slides onto the headrest
post and mounts to the underside of the headrest

TA66GA-BRACKET..............................$24.00/set
+ (1) set does (2) bucket seat. These brackets are to be
welded near the transmission tunnel side so your inside
bucket seat tracks can be mounted.

BUCKET SEATBACK
RELEASE BUTTONS

1969 Nova
HR69GA-COVER ..................................$50.00/pr.
1970-72 Nova
HR70GA-COVER (shown).....................$43.00/pr.

These seat release buttons allow the seatback to
fold forward on bucket seat models.

SEATBACK BUMPERS

HR68GA-BNH

1968-72 Nova
Bench Seat Style
HR68GA-BNH01 (black)......................$26.00/pr.
HR68GA-BNH02 (white)......................$26.00/pr.
+ Plastic fasteners NOT INCLUDED
+ Available in black or white. For colors other than black or
white, customer must paint to match their interior color.

TA67GA-BUTTON

BU66GA-BKKIT

TA69GA-BUTTON

1968 Nova
SK67GA-BUTTON................................$43.00/ea.
1969-72 Nova
SK69GA-BUTTON................................$32.00/ea.

Rubber bumpers for 1968-1972 bucket seat
models. These bumpers keep the front seat tops
in the correct upright position and mount on the
backside of the front seat bottoms.
1968-72 Nova
BU66GA-BKKIT (screws included)...... $10.00/pr.

ORIGINAL REPRODUCTION SEAT FOAM
HR68GA-BKT

1968-72 Nova
Bucket Seat Style
HR68GA-BKT01 (black)......................$23.00/pr.
HR68GA-BKT02 (white)......................$23.00/pr.
+ Plastic fasteners NOT INCLUDED
+ Available in black or white. For colors other than black or
white, customer must paint to match their interior color.

Don’t put new seat covers over old deteriorated foam cushions! With this A.C.I. “Quality
Replacement,” you will enjoy the appearance and comfort of factory new again in your
Nova. This A.C.I. original reproduction foam kit feature their exclusive cold cure molding
process and a limited lifetime guarantee.

1969-71 BUCKET SEAT FOAM
Molded foam for 1968-70 Nova models with bucket seats. Sets consist of a pair of (2) front seat
tops and (2) front seat bottoms.

BUCKET SEAT SPRING ASSEMBLY
Reproduction seat assemblies for 1968-72 Nova
replace fatigued or broken springs and restore
the comfort and support of the originals. Avoid
the mistake of restoring your bucket seats without
new, properly tensioned seat springs.
1968-72 Nova
SA68GA-T (1968 Seatback) ........... $105.00/ea.
SA69GA-T (1969-72 Seatback) ...... $105.00/ea.
SA68GA-B (Seat bottom)................ $105.00/ea.
MF66GASETAC................................ $329.00/set
+ Professional installation is highly recommended. Please see our installation services page.
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Nova

SEAT INSTALLATION KITS
Seat upholstery Installation Kits from Legendary give you the products you need to do the job yourself!!
All components are upholstery grade and have been hand selected by our team of installation
experts to provide the highest quality materials available.

BUCKET FRONT SEATS

HARDTOP REAR SEATS
1969-71 Nova

INSTALLATION-KIT2......................... $279.00/ea.
+ Kit includes: (1) 30”x70” 1 1/2” thick foam, (1) 10lb. roll of
cotton, 4 yards of burlap, 12 feet of paper coated listing wire, 2
yards of muslin, (1) 3 1/2” x 64” Wire Edge Reinforced Burlap
INSTALLATION-KIT3.............................$69.00/ea. Cotton Support Band & a dust mask.
+ Kit includes: (1) 5lb. roll of cotton, 2 yards of burlap, 30
feet of paper coated listing wire, 3 yards of 2 inch wide felt,
(2) stretch panel boards & a dust mask.

SPLIT BENCH FRONT SEATS
1969-70 Nova

INSTALLATION-KIT4......................... $279.00/ea.
+ Kit includes: (1) 30”x70” 1 1/2” thick foam, (1) 10lb. roll
of cotton, 4 yards of burlap, 12 feet of paper coated listing
wire, 2 yards of muslin, 3 yards of 2 inch wide felt, (1) 3 1/2”
x 64” Wire Edge Reinforced Burlap Cotton Support Band & a
dust mask.
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1969-71 NOVA

!
NEW!!

(C) COLOR CODES:
(100G) Black (69-71)
(310G) Blue (70)
(325G) Blue (69)
(380G) Blue (71)
(415G) Jade Green (71)
(460G) Green (70)
(469G) Green (69)
(650G) Gold (70)
(697G) Sandalwood (71)
This Legendary product features as-original die-electrically heat sealed Madrid grain
vinyl. Front Panels also feature the Nova emblem and correct profile strip accent
as-original. Special cutout area in filler board to accommodate armrest base. Padded
Multi-Level Construction 3-Dimensional Panel.
**See Special Features Page for additional important information**
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Oversized 1

Standard Front Panels............DO69GN00020(C)
................................................................$370/pr.
Standard Front Panels............DO69GN00020(C)-PA
(Pre-Assembled).....................................$588/pr.
*Customer must supply upper rails

Hardtop Rear Panels................DO69GN00080(C)
................................................................$195/pr.
Hardtop Rear Panels................DO69GN00080(C)-PA
(Pre-Assembled).....................................$379/pr.
*Customer must supply upper rails

Oversized 2

Oversized 3

1968-72 ARMREST PADS

Reproduction molded armrest pads are manufactured in the correct grains and texture
as the originals. 1968-72 feature authentic Madrid grain. For colors other than black, please
specify at time of order.
1968-72 FRONT PADS

DOOR LOCK FERRULES

Authentically reproduced ferrules support the
door lock knob.

Nova

WINDOW CRANK HANDLES

BT68GAFERRULE

1968-72 Nova
BT68GAFERRULE (Stainless steel)...... $2.00/ea.
+ These ferrules feature the correct inner felt ring as original.

1968-72 Nova
AP68GA-FRT
100G, 202G, 204G, 239G, 310G, 331G, 333G,
369G, 380G, 415G, 432G, 460G, 465G, 469G,
501G, 511G, 513G, 645G, 670G, 679G, 683G,
690G, 695G, 697G................................$101.00/pr.
+ These pads measure 11” in length.
+ Please refer to door panel section for available colors.

DOOR LOCK KNOBS

Die-cast reproduction of the original chrome front
and rear window crank handle for all 1968-72
models.
1968-72 Nova
CK67GA-WNDW01 (Black knob)........... $8.00/ea.
CK67GA-WNDW02 (Clear knob)........... $8.00/ea.

Complete your door trim restoration with new
door lock knobs. Available in black or chrome.
1968-72 Nova
BT68GA (Chrome w/ ribbed shaft)........$14.00/pr.

1968-72 ARMREST BASES
High-quality reproduction injection molded plastic
bases have the original texture and grain as the
originals.

1968-72 Nova
AP68GAF-BASELH (Left Front)........ $27.00/ea.
AP68GAF-BASERH (Right Front)...... $27.00/ea.

1968-72 ARMREST BASE
SCREW SET

DOOR HANDLES
DOOR PANEL CLIPS & RETAINERS

Chrome reproduction inner door handles for
1968-72 models.
1968-72 Nova
DOGACLIPS (Shown left))..................... $14.00/kit
+ Kit includes 18 clips and 12 trim screws which are
enough to install a pair of door and rear quarter panels.

1968-72 Nova
CK68GA-DOORLH (Left)................... $16.00/ea.
CK68GA-DOORRH (Right)................ $16.00/ea.

1968-72 Nova
DOGARETAIN (Pkg/12) (Shown right).. $9.00/pk.

These Phillips head sheet metal screws fasten
the armrest base to the door. Set of (6).
1968-72 Nova
AP68GA-SCREW (Set/6) ....................... $6.00/set

DOOR & WINDOW HANDLE
PLASTIC WASHER

WINDOW HANDLES SPRINGS

Injection molded plastic washers protect the
door panel from wear when door and window
handles are being used.

This spring goes behind the window crank handle
and plastic washer to prevent vibration and rattling.

1968-72 Nova
CK64GA-SPACER.............................. $3.00 /ea.

1968-72 Nova
CK64GA-SPRING................................... $3.00/ea.

DOOR & WINDOW HANDLE
RETAINING CLIP

1968-72 Nova
CK64GA-CLIP..................................... $1.00/ea.
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ORDERING INFORMATION

HOW TO ORDER

MAIL, PHONE OR FAXES – When ordering by mail, please fill in all information on the order form that pertains to your vehicle. Print all information and include a

telephone number where you can be reached during the day and evening. When ordering for more than one vehicle, please use separate order forms for each vehicle (see
order forms in your Legendary Auto Interiors catalog). When ordering by phone, please have your customer number and a list of items ready. You may order conveniently
by phone 8:00AM to 6:00PM EST Monday-Friday. Orders may also be sent in by fax 24 hours a day, 7 days a week. Please note that orders faxed in on Saturday or Sunday will not be received and processed until Monday. FAX: 1-800-732-8874

ON-LINE ORDERING – Legendary Auto Interiors, Ltd also offers convenient and easy on-line ordering 24 hours a day, 7 days a week at

www.legendaryautointeriors.com. Click on the “Shop Online” tab in the options menu and follow the ordering procedures. Upon completion, Legendary Auto Interiors, Ltd
will follow up with an email confirmation so you can verify that your order has been received correctly and is being processed. You may also choose to email your orders
by contacting our sales department at sales@legendaryautointeriors.com.

METHODS OF PAYMENT

CREDIT CARDS – Legendary Auto Interiors, Ltd accepts Visa, MasterCard, American Express and Discover for your convenience. Please include the cardholder’s

name, billing address, home and business phone, credit card number, expiration date and the 3 or 4 digit security code when placing you orders. Without this information it
may slow the processing of your order.

CHECKS AND MONEY ORDERS – Personal Checks will be held 5 business days. To expedite your orders, we suggest paying by Certified Bank Check or
Money Order. COD orders are no longer accepted. All payments MUST be in U.S. funds.

SHIPPING SERVICES

DOMESTIC SHIPPING - Legendary Auto Interiors Ltd utilizes both UPS and FedEx Ground for most U.S. parcel shipments which provides our customers the

most efficient and cost effective shipping services available. We will ship by the best method for your geographic area unless otherwise specified. We also offer specialized shipping services such as 3 day Select, 2nd day air and Next Day Air for your convenience.

INTERNATIONAL SERVICES – We use the most current and most cost effective international parcel shipping companies available to provide both “Door to

Airport” and “Door to Door” services to our overseas customers. We utilize UPS Canadian and FedEx International for Canadian shipments. This provides us with the best
possible shipping and brokerage fees for our international customers.

DAMAGES AND SHORTAGES

The carrier is responsible for any merchandise lost or damaged in transit. Should a package appear to be damaged, OPEN the package while the carrier’s driver is
present and note all damages and/or shortages. If this is not possible and you discover damaged goods or shortages, contact our Customer Service Department immediately! Damages and/or shortage claims must be made within 5 days of receipt of merchandise to ensure our ability to file a claim with the carrier. Please be sure to check
all merchandise when you receive it and again before attempting installation.
Legendary Auto Interiors, Ltd. is committed to providing the highest possible level of customer service, however on rare occasions circumstances beyond our control can
result in lost or damaged packages. To protect our customers against delays and having to make time consuming phone calls to the carrier, orders will incur a modest
$2.50 insurance fee on each shipment. In the event any products become lost or damaged we will then send replacement parts as quickly as possible, subject to material
availability. We will also file the claims and deal with the carrier.
Carriers allow a short period of time to file claims. To take advantage of this service you must notify Legendary Auto Interiors, Ltd. of any damages within 5 days of
receiving your delivery. Failure to contact us within this 5 day window will negate Legendary Auto Interiors further involvement.

RETURN POLICY

Legendary Auto Interiors Ltd. will accept the return of products for a full refund or exchange up to 30 days from the original invoice date with no re-stocking fee. Returns
after a 30 day period, but before 60 days will be subject to a 25% restocking fee. No returns will be accepted after 60 days. Custom, Special Orders, Specialty Run
Materials, Leather and NOS are not eligible for return under any circumstances other than a manufacturering defect. If any product is modified, altered, painted, installed
or disassembled in any way without Legendary’s expressed written permission, the item is non-returnable. Legendary always recommends professional installation on
all products. Any item which has been altered, painted, installed or deemed non-resalable by Legendary will be returned to the customer at the customer’s expense.
Legendary is not responsible or liable for labor fees associated with the installation, modification or repair of any product purchased regardless of the circumstances.

RETURN GOOD INFORMATION

All returns must receive prior approval and an RMA (Return Merchandise Authorization) number prior to return shipping. Packages received by Legendary Auto Interiors
Ltd. without prior approval and RMA number will be refused. Return shipping and insurance are the customers responsibility. All returned items must be received in
as new condition. Examples that render a product non-returnable include, but are not limited to: evidence of attempted installation, parts that have been bent, broken,
creased, scratched, soiled, melted or discolored. Also, we will not accept returns for any items that have been altered, painted, repaired or for any reason that has rendered
the product non-returnable. Warning: Legendary is not responsible for damaged or lost packages returned by the customer.

CANADIAN CUSTOMER RETURNS

Warranty returns must be clearly marked as follows: “U.S. GOODS BEING RETURNED FOR REPAIR OR REPLACEMENT UNDER
WARRANTY COMMODITY CODE 9801:00V0”.

PRICES

All prices effective December 31st, 2021 and are subject to change without notice.

HOURS

Monday – Friday 8:00AM to 6:00PM (Eastern Standard Time)
Saturday - By appointment only please

IMPORTANT ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
WARRANTY INFORMATION

Legendary Auto Interiors, Ltd proudly stands behind all of the products and services we offer. All Legendary manufactured interior soft trim products
are backed by an exclusive Limited Lifetime Warranty for as long as you own your car. In addition, we offer a 5-year warranty on all of our molded
and exterior soft trim products. Legendary Auto Interiors, Ltd also offers a huge selection of interior components, which we warranty for a minimum of
1 year in accordance with the original manufacturers product warranty. Product Disclaimer: Normal wear from use or problems due to improper
installation are excluded from any warranty.

LEGENDARY GUARANTEE

All Legendary Auto Interiors, Ltd manufactured products are made to original specifications and are guaranteed to fit. In the event that you experience
a problem with any of our products or are dissatisfied with our service, we will make every effort to resolve and correct your issue promptly and do our
best to make sure that you are completely satisfied.

INTERIOR COLORS/GRAINS

Legendary Auto Interiors, Ltd offers one of the most diverse product lines available in the marketplace. We feature the correct “color matched” and
“grain matching” materials for nearly all models and styles. Due to the extensive number of colors produced by Chrysler, AMC and General Motors,
there are some colors, which are simply not available in reproduction form. As the demand for colors increases, we are constantly having previously
unavailable colors reproduced. In the event that a vinyl or cloth is not available in reproduction form, the use of NOS material may be required. Please
inquire for a current quote, as the price and availability of these NOS materials will vary. To ensure a correct color and grain match, your interior trim
code may be required for verification. As color dye lots will vary, we recommend purchasing all your soft trim components at the same time to ensure
an exact color match of all components throughout your interior. Color and grain samples are available upon request at no charge.

LEATHER INTERIORS

Legendary Auto Interiors, Ltd produces a large number of “as original” leather interiors that are color matched to the original. Special order custom
leather interiors are also available upon request. Some applications may require a clean, non-faded sample to ensure the closest possible color match.
Leather interior orders may require additional lead-time as well as additional costs, which will be quoted at time of your order. Note: Due to the variable
nature of real leather, minor marks and features are normal and add to the character & individuality of leather products.

CUSTOM ORDERS

In addition to “As Original” reproduction interiors, Legendary Auto Interiors, Ltd specializes in and is proud to feature “CUSTOM” interiors servicing
the Resto-Mod enthusiast. With the introduction of our new & exclusive
product, custom orders have taken on an entirely new look
and have given enthusiasts almost limitless options to create a one of a kind interior. Special Order and Custom interiors require approval for all designated materials being used and a signature approval on a “Custom Order” form is also required. Once the Custom work has been approved these orders
must be prepaid and are Non-Returnable, Non-Refundable and Non-Cancelable.

INSTALLATION NOTES

Since age deteriorates certain areas of seats due to wear patterns and foam breakdown, certain adjustments and foam repair may be required to complete
a perfect fit installation. For this reason, we recommend having a professional automotive interior trim/upholstery shop install your new Legendary
Auto Interiors, Ltd soft trim products. As the manufacturer, we know how to install our products better than anyone and we offer complete installation
services for both seat upholstery and door panels. For further information, see the INSTALLATION GUIDE included with your seat upholstery and
door panels or the installation page of this catalog.

PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT & PATTERNS NEEDED

In an effort to develop new upholstery kits, door panels and other soft trim products we work hand in hand with many of our customers who provide
their original parts for product development. These items must be ORIGINAL, in fair to good condition and have not been previously repaired or
replaced in any way. Our Sales Department must be contacted directly before sending your old upholstery or other soft trim products to us. Since we
have no idea about the usability of your parts until we receive them in, you may initially be asked to send photos in an effort to identify the condition
of your original parts. Please remember that even if you send in your parts for inspection, we may not be able to use them. PLEASE NOTE THAT
OLD UPHOLSTERY AND OTHER SOFT TRIM ITEMS CANNOT BE RETURNED TO YOU, AS THEY WILL BE DISMANTLED FOR
DEVELOPMENT USE.

MAINTENANCE

All Legendary Auto Interiors, Ltd products may be cleaned with a mild soap and warm water solution. Never scrub or use any kind of harsh pads,
brushes or detergents. After cleaning with mild soap and water, lightly clean again with an industrial grade wax and grease remover. (Contact your local
auto parts store) Allow surface to dry. LIGHTLY mist with the vinyl protectant of your choice. Install your new parts into your cruising machine. Sit
back, enjoy the ride and drive safely!! Note: On leather upholstery applications we recommend using a high-quality mink oil, neatsfoot oil and/or wax.
Hand apply, let stand 30-60 minutes and then wipe /buff clean. LIGHTLY rub your soft trim product with oil and wipe excess oil from the surface. DO
NOT USE SILICONE BASED PRODUCTS as they will deteriorate the thread and dry out leather.

2022 TENTATIVE SHOWS AND DATES
Spring Carlisle
Chryslers @ Carlisle
Fall Carlisle
SEMA

Carlisle, PA
Carlisle, PA
Carlisle, PA
Las Vegas, NV

April 20 - 24, 2022
July 15 - 17, 2022
Sept. 28 - Oct. 3, 2022
Nov. 1 - 4, 2022

Due to the ongoing COVID-19 pandemic the above dates are tentative and
are subject to being changed or cancelled. For updates please check our website
at www.legendaryautointeriors.com or call us at 1-800-363-8804.

Legendary Auto Interiors Ltd. welcomes the opportunity to support the smaller clubs’ and
organizations’ car shows and swap meets. A variety of flyers, catalogs and gift certificates are
available to clubs and organizations who sponsor shows nationwide. Please call or write for
additional information. The list above is a tentative schedule subject to change without
notice. Come visit us at many car shows/swap meets and see what makes a Legendary interior...
truly Legendary.
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